YURT TRIP CHECKLIST
WHAT IS THERE / WHAT TO BRING
THE YURT HAS:
POTS & PANS
COFFEE POT (PERCULATOR)
KITCHEN UTENSILS
SILVERWARE
DISHES
PAPER TOWELS
DISH TOWELS, bring a couple along
TOILET PAPER
MATCHES
DISHSOAP AND DISHPANS
STOCKPOT FOR SNOWMELT
PROPANE COOKSTOVE
PROPANE LIGHT, very dim at best
PROPANE PROVIDED
WOODSTOVE
FIREWOOD
NEWSPAPER (FOR FIRE STARTER)
AXE, MAUL AND FILE (SHARPEN IF DULL)
SNOWSHOVEL
OUTSIDE FOOD STORAGE BOX
TABLE AND CHAIRS
CHARCOAL GRILL (CHARCOAL NOT PROVIDED)
PILLOWS
MATTRESSES: ***bedding is not provided***
CLARK PEAK, DANCING MOOSE-3 floor pads

BRING PERSONAL STUFF:
❏ Gaiters: knee-high, should cover all your laces and fit snugly
❏ Synthetic underwear: top and bottom; NO COTTON
❏ Ski pants or knickers: wool or synthetic blends, Gore-tex
❏ Wind pants: optional, but very nice
❏ Socks: liner pair and outer pair of heavy wool or blend,at least
two complete sets

❏ Down vest: optional, but very nice
❏ Sweater: heavy wool or down
❏ Wind shirt: optional
❏ Mountain parka: heavy duty, multi-purpose jacket for covering all
your garments, lots of pockets and a hood

❏ Wool hat: (or synthetic) two- one lightweight and one heavy
❏ Mittens/gloves: lightweight liners (synthetic), heavy-duty mittens
and overmits

❏ Down booties: (or hut scuffs, slippers) handy around the hut
❏ Scarf or neck gaiter : very handy on cold and windy days
❏ Sunglasses: or goggles
❏ Toiletries: comb, handtowel & soap, toothbrush/paste, lip balm,
❏ Wet wipes/handi wipes: not a bad alternative to a shower!
❏ Sunscreen: at least SPF 15
❏ Toilet paper w/ matches: a small personal cache
❏ First Aid Kit: standard kit of analgesics, moleskin, bandages,
tweezers, etc.

❏ Repair Kit: should include binding screws, screwdriver, bailing
wire, spare bale, duct tape, etc.

❏ Wax Kit: a wide assortment for different conditions
❏ Camera equipment: batteries should be new
3 DBLES, 3 SGLES, 3 PADS
❏ Firestarter and matches: waterproof container
MEDICINE BOW- same as above, (no floor pads)
❏ Pillow Case and twin or full size fitted sheet
NOKHU HUT & AGNES CREEK ❏ Feminine supplies
2 DBLES, 2 SGLES, 2 PADS
❏ Earplugs
ALL OTHER YURTS ❏ tie on/clip on mantles for the kitchen light
1 DBL, 3 SGLES, 2 PADS
**THE HUTS ARE VERY CROWDED IF YOU HAVE FOLKS ON THE FLOOR!
BRING GEAR:
WE NO LONGER STOCK CANDLES…YOU CAN
❏ Backcountry Skis: metal edges recommended
BRING YOUR OWN (UNSCENTED PLEASE).
❏ Ski skins: can make all the difference in the world!!
WE NO LONGER STOCK BATTERY OPERATED
❏ Ski boots: at least ankle length, stiff as possible, waterproofed
LANTERNS… BRING YOUR OWN
❏ Ski poles: standard nordic ski poles, the stronger the better
IF YOU WANT A FULL SET OF CARDS OR GAMES I ❏ Snowshoes and snowboard
❏ Sleeping bag: good to at least 0 degrees, the warmer the better
WOULD BRING YOUR OWN
❏ Water bottles
❏ Map and compass: GPS is nice, recommended maps: Nat'l

BRING FOODSTUFFS:

❏ Food (FOR ALL MEALS)
❏ Beverages
❏ Coffee & Tea & sports drink
❏ Condiments, SALT, PEPPER, SEASONINGS
❏ Thermal mug - IS NICE!
❏ Charcoal (TAKE EXTRA BACK HOME!)
❏ Water (MOST FOLKS USE SNOW MELT)
BLEACH SOLUTION FOR SANITIZING DISHWARE/UTENSILS

Remember to pack out everything that you bring in .
Please do not leave any trash or etc. and please
leave the yurt/hut clean for the next guests. Thanks!

Geographic #’s 112, 114 & # 200 if going to Nokhu or Agnes.

❏ Headlamp: check bulb and batteries, a headlamp is necessary
❏ Candles: if the mantle breaks , BATTERY OPERATED LANTERN
❏ Swiss army knife: or equivalent
❏ Ground cloth or tarp: ideal for emergency bivouacs
❏ Daypack or large fanny pack: for day tours away from the hut
❏ Backpack: internal frames are best, ski sled is good alternative * A sled can carry
more volume and weight than a regular back pack—check outdoor sports shops for rental
info.

